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VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Professor Catherine Nelson-Piercy  
Professor of Obstetric Medicine  
King's College, London  
Consultant Obstetric Physician  
Guy's & St Thomas' Foundation Trust  
and  

Queen Charlott'es and Chelsea Hospital  
Imperial College Healthcare Trust 

REVIEW RETURNED 06/08/2011 

 

THE STUDY I do not understand why the authors did not match the control 
cohort for mode of delivery. Table two shows a large difference 
(23 vs 10) between the % of women having CS in the 2 cohorts 
(treatment with LMWH and no treatment)  
 

There is also a mismatch of ethnicity with double the % of African 
women in the control cohort (32 vs 15%). This could cause a 
higher PPH rate in the control group due to fibroids. The authors 
do address this in the results saying that there was no difference 
in the median blood loss between the 2 groups when stratified for 
ethnicity  
 

Although table one describes the doses of LMWH given, the 

median total dose is given and the authors do not stipulate 
whether this was given as a once or twice daily regime for each 
LMWH.  
 
Danaparoid (used in 3/95 cases) is not strictly speaking a low 
molecular weight heparin but rather a heparinoid.  

 
'Women were told to discontinue their LMWH the evening before 
planned CS' Did they recieve their last dose the morning before 
CS or did they take the last dose the evening before? This makes 
the issue of BD dosing very important 

RESULTS & CONCLUSIONS The matching issues highlighted above do somewhat limit the 
interpretation of the results and the authors should highlight this 
in the discussion  
 

Because 23% of the treatment cohort had CS, according to the 
authors protocol the 50% having elective CS would have stopped 
their LMWH at least 12 hours (depending on clarification of when 
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the last dose was taken - see above) and up to 24 hours before 
delivery (the % of women having IOL should also be given) In 
other words a considerable proportion of the treatment group 

would not actually have had significant levels of LMWH at the time 
of delivery. This should also be flagged in the discussion where the 
authors correctly point out that the LMWH group may have had 
more aggressive management of the third stage of labour.  
 
The most interesting group to address and pull out would be those 

women who went into spontaneous labour while receiving 
therapeutic LMWH (without the chance to discontinue it). The 
emergency CS group would also be interesting and although the 
authors demonstrate no difference in the blood loss between the 2 
cohorts, again there could be more IOLs in the LMWH group thus 
meaning many did not have much LMWH on board. 

GENERAL COMMENTS There is a typo in table 2 - 'prostatic' should read 'prosthetic'  
 
The title for table 3 appears as the last column of the table - this 
may simply be a formatiing problem on the HTML version I was 
using  
 
The beginning of the second paragraph of the discussion needs 

editing - delete repetition of ' similar' and in the next sentence 
delete 'both'  
 
The authors have a somewhat unusual and aggressive approach to 
thromboprophylaxis, using therapeutic doses of LMWH even in 
women with previous VTE without thrombophilia. They do justify 

their rationale given their previous experience. In addition they 
perform monthly anti Xa levels even when using LMWH as 

prophylaxis. Never the less - the fact that they have failed to 
demonstrate any increased bleeding risk using this aggressive 
regime provides reassurance to other clinicians who may only use 
this regime for treatment of VTE in pregnancy  

 

REVIEWER Sharon Maslovitz, MD, OB GYN Sourasky Medical Center, Tel AVIV 

REVIEW RETURNED 23/07/2011 

 

THE STUDY 1. Estimation of blood loss by the caring obstetrical team is not a 
reliable method for assesing blood loss. valdation of the accuracy 
of estimated blood loss should have been provided, especailly 
when the rates of PPH were higher than previously reported.  

2. Calculation of the power of the study to refute the null 
hypothesis should be provided since the numbers seem to small to 
answer the question of the study. 

RESULTS & CONCLUSIONS See previous comments 

REPORTING & ETHICS No statement of IRB approval was provided 

GENERAL COMMENTS None 

 

VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reply to Dr. Maslovitz  

1. I do agree with your opinion that estimation of blood loss by obstetricians is not an accurate 

method for assessing blood loss. However, due to the retrospective design, inter- en intra-

observer validation of blood loss estimation could not be achieved. On the other hand as 

mentioned in the discussion (yellow marked), this is done similarly in exposed and unexposed 

groups. And probably it is overestimated in women who had received LMWH. We mentioned in the 

first page of discussion that as published before the rate of PPH is higher in the Netherlands 
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because measures that reduce the amount of blood loss in the third stage of labor were not taken 

routinely such as administration of oxytocics, immediate cord clamping or controlled cord traction.  

2. As you mentioned, our study was under-powered with regard to relative risk calculation. 

Therefore we also reported the amount of blood loss as the second outcome of the study. We have 

added this limitation (highlighted in the text) in the discussion part.  

3. We added the statement of IRB approval to the methods (highlighted).  

Reply to Dr. Nelson-Piercy  

1. Although matching unifies two groups of exposed and unexposed with respect to the basic 

characteristics, but still in daily practice one would like to know the risk for his own situation. On 

the other hand what we could achieved by matching, we did afterwards by stratification. 

Therefore, we do not think that not matching has induced a systematic error in our analysis as we 

did the stratified analysis instead.  

2. In this study around 50% of cases has received LMWH with bid regimen. However, we do not 

think that this issue would clinically change the risk of bleeding as also in the guidelines the bid 

regimen is only advised for women with mechanical heart valve.  

3. Danaparoid (used in 3/95 cases) is not strictly speaking a low molecular weight heparin but 

rather a heparinoid. We agree, but given it is a parenteral anticoagulant for which antiXa 

measurements were performed, we have included these 3 women in our analysis. We have added 

this in our methods paragraph on p. 7.  

4. Your comment “Because 23% of the treatment cohort had CS, according to the authors protocol 

the 50% having elective CS would have stopped their LMWH at least 12 hours (depending on 

clarification of when the last dose was taken - see above) and up to 24 hours before delivery (the 

% of women having IOL should also be given) In other words a considerable proportion of the 

treatment group would not actually have had significant levels of LMWH at the time of delivery.” 

emphasizes that what we in the Netherlands do in practice, is the same as what the international 

protocols suggest. However, it is easier to tell the patients to stop with LMWH as soon as the sigs 

of labor appears. We have added this comment in the discussion part.  

5. Your comment “The most interesting group to address and pull out would be those women who 

went into spontaneous labor while receiving therapeutic LMWH (without the chance to discontinue 

it). The emergency CS group would also be interesting and although the authors demonstrate no 

difference in the blood loss between the 2 cohorts, again there could be more IOLs in the LMWH 

group thus meaning many did not have much LMWH on board.” is definitely true. It would be very 

informative if we could separate those who very fast, faster that the elimination of LMWH out of 

the blood, get into labor or after a short IOL must be operated. However, our routine is to give a 

real life advise as mentioned in the methods “to stop injecting when signs of labor begins”.  

6. The following corrections have been applied in the text:  

a. We corrected the typo in table 2 - 'prostatic' should read 'prosthetic'  

b. The title for table 3 appears as the last column of the table - this may simply be a formating 

problem on the HTML version I was using.  

c. The beginning of the second paragraph of the discussion needs editing - delete repetition of ' 

similar' and in the next sentence delete 'both'  

 

VERSION 2 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Professor Catherine Nelson-Piercy  
Consultant Obstetric Physician  
Guy's & St Thomas' Foundation Trust  
and Queen Charlotte's Hospital, Imperial College Healthcare Trust  

London , UK 
REVIEW RETURNED 31/08/2011 

 

THE STUDY I would still like clarification about the timing of the last LMWH 
injection in relation to elective delivery. The authors state that it 
was discontinued 'the evening before' delivery. Does this mean 
that the last dose was given the morning before or the evening 
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before?  
 
Also the % of women having IOL is still missing 

GENERAL COMMENTS There are some minor corrections needed in the English - 
particularly in the highlighted sections that have been added since 
the last version.  
 
You included a file which appears to be answering reviewers 

comments from a submission to Thrombosis Research rather that 
BMJ ONLINE and an accompanying letter dated May 23 2011. I 
assume this was an error.  

 

VERSION 2 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reply to Professor Nelson-Piercy:  

Thank you for thoroughly reviewing our manuscript. Below we have tried to answer your 

questions.  

1. The authors state that LMWH was discontinued 'the evening before' delivery. Does this mean 

that the last dose was given the morning before or the evening before?  

We apologize for the unclear phrasing. Women are recommended to stop LMWH injections if signs 

of labor occur, such as contractions or rupture of membranes. As induction of labor and elective 

cesarean section are routinely being planned in the morning, women who use LMWH and have an 

indication for IOL/elective CS are advised to take the last LMWH injection the morning of the day 

prior to a planned delivery. We have adjusted the text accordingly (page 8)  

 

2. The % of women having IOL?  

Unfortunately we have not systematically assessed the percentage of IOL in the two groups. 
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